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AN EXAMINATION 0F THE SYNERGISTIC ATTRIBUTES

0F CANADIANIU.S. SELL-0FF RESTRUCTURINO

ABSTRACT

There have been no previous published studies investigating the impacts on both

the selling and acquiring firms in cross-border divestiture transactions between U.S. and

Canadian fi-ms. We examine such transactions in this paper. This research addresses

questions regarding the degree of synergy resulting from these transactions and the extent

to which Canadian and U.S. finins benefit from these sales. We also contrast the relative

consequences to U.S. firms of selling Strategic Business Units (SBUs) to Canadian fir-ms

as opposed to selling to domestic firms.

The empirical analysis in the paper examines 62 U.S. firms which sold units to

Canadian firms over the 1980-1995 interval, 32 Canadian fi-ms which were acquirers in

those transactions, and a subsample of 23 matched pairs transacions. The methodology

employed includes both percentage and dollar abnormal returns. We find gains to US.

divestor/selling firms of similar magnitudes to those in prior studies of sell-offs by U.S.

firmns. The gains to Canadian acquirers are larger than those previously identified for

buyers in domestic sell-offs. These gains are both economically material and statistically

significant. However a wide range of outcomes is observed, particularly for sellers.

Finally, we identify potential causes of these differences and review policy and strategic

implications Canadian acquirers.



AN EXAMINATION 0F THE SYNERGISTIC ATTRIBUTES

0F CANADIANIU.S. SELL-OFF R-ESTRUCTURINO

1. INTRODUCTION

Duigthe past decade, numerous studies have exmndthe motives underlying

copoat rstucurng and its onsequecs This li eratreflects the nresn use of

resùctuingstrtegeslntemnationally ada desire by both researchbers an pacitonr

to better understand the causes and implications of this activity.

is a



Canada, and another in the U.S. Only recently has this link between FDI, restructuring,

and corporate acquisitions been formally recognized in the research literature. This paper

contributes to the nascent literature on international restructuring by being the first to

conduct a systematic investigation using cross-border CanadianlU.S. divestîtures. The

remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the relevant literature.

Testable hypotheses are developed in Section III. Section IV addresses empirical

dimensions of the paper, including the sample ex&nined, data employed, and

methodology used. Section V reports and interprets the empirical results, with a

sumniary and conclusion in Section VI.

Il. BACKGROUJND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

We draw,ý, primarily from two lines of research: One relates to FDI, and the other

to corporate restructuring. As previously indicated, cross-border acquisitions (whether

involving whole-firms or units divested by firms) are a major vehîcle for the

implementation of FDI. An examination of the FDI literaturel shows that macro-

economic aspects of FDI (such as overaîl flows of FDI and their association with

economic development) have received considerable attention. In contrast, explicit

linkages between FDI, corporate acquisitions, and restructuring have only recently



FDI context, and provided extensive empirical evidence on the likage between FDI and

corporate transactions. Pettway, Sicherman, and Spiess (1992) examined U.S./Japanese

mergers and unit sales and found evidence of gains to both U.S. and Japanese firms

involved in these transactions. Bluniberg and Owers (1996) contrasted the impact for

T T q~ f1rmý nf ilive-,tinçy to forei£!n accuirers with the impact of divestinpg to domestic

1l993) and



higher valued uses, thus creating synergy. If this is the case, the sell-off will resuit in a

gain in the combined value of both firmns involved in the transaction2 .

In contrast to, the resuits for divestors, the existing evidence on the gains to

acquirers of divested units in sell-offs is inconclusive. Hite, Owers and Rogers (1987)

found that buyers gain, but with gains of smaller magnitudes than those to sellers. The

gains over the immediate announicement window (- 1,0) were 1.66% for sellers in

transactions which were completed, and 1.41% for sellers when the transactions was

subsequently terminated. For buyers, the (-1,0) announcement abnormal returns were

0.83% (completed transactions) and 0.36% (subsequently termninated transactions).

Jain (1985) found positive but statistically insignificant returns to buyers. In

contrast to these studies, Rosenfeld (1 984) found an equal division of gains over various

subintervals during the (-30, +30) announcement window. Sicherman and Pettway

(1 987) found significant gains for buyers which acquired related units in divestitures, but

no significant gains for buyers of unrelated units. Sicherman and Pettway (1992)

examined matched pairs of buyers and sellers in divestitures, and found that on average,

both parties gained. Their average (-1,0) abnormal returns were 0.92% for sellers and

0.50% for buyers.

c target firm. The



is quite différenti. These transactions are typically conducted outside the public market

arena and are usually monopsonistic in~ nature,, involving a single buyer negotiating the

purçhase of ~a divestçd assçt. Additional1y, sell-offs are motivated in some instances by

the sellr's nee4 to raise cash 3. These factors in combination would predict that both the

aqiig fri s wells the selngsfi iwoud she in the gainsfrom

transatons involving acustons of busies units. This is in contrast to whole-firm

megr wh3ere the open ucio process typically drives target prices up to where they

repesnt er net #rsntvle (NPV) ivestments for buyrfs. Studies of mergers as

profied in Jesnand Ruac (1983), Jarrel Br4ley and Netter (1988), and Blac~k

(1989) have fond tliat on avea, buyers experince sma~ll (if any) gain in~ value fromn

4
the transactions

In~ rçeent years a ltrtr eamining cross-brdr whole-firmn acquiisitions has



firms was associated with positive abnormal returns, while British and Canadian targets

were associated with negative abnormal returns.

Kang (1993) examined matched pairs of firms involved in international whole-

firm mergers. In bis analysîs of U.Si/Japanese transactions he found that, in contrast to

purely domestic transactions, both firms gained. His finding for whole firm. transactions

was conceptually similar to Pettway, Sicherman, and Spiess's (1993) resuits on Japanese

acquisitions of both entire U.S. firms and units divested by U.S. firms. For divestitures,

their resuits indicate that Japanese buyers experienced abnormal returns over the (-1,0)

announcement window of 0.49%, a similar magnitude to the returns noted for acquirers in

other (primarily domestic) di vestiture studies. They also found that U.S. sellers gained

4.65% over (-1,0) window, which is substantially larger than the U.S. firms' gains noted

in previous studies of primarily domestic transactions. The evidence on cross-border

divestitures in Blumberg and Owers (1996) cornes from an examination of the valuation

effects for U.S. lirmns divesting to foreign acurrfirms. They found little evidence that

U.S. firms fare better when selling to iion-U.S. firma than' when selling to domestie

acquirers. In their saniple of 165 itr aia transactions, the (41,0) abnormal return

was 1.44% (z statistic of 5.88).

impretos and informational smere a1meie toineatol nncl

onsequences for



trasction~s. IHence, these trans~actions have potetially différent valuatiozI consequeniees

for both sellers and acquirers. In this context, th~e Blumberg and Owers (1 996) fmndings

for sellers in~ cross-ore transctios were surprising. However, their overa11 findings

mnlue a range of ouitcopies for wlien sellixig to fin domiciled in différenit countries.

Ovrte(-1,0) anucmçpt wiin4ow, the retun$ range4. froimia 44gh of 2.5%/ (when

sligto West Gema quires to a low ofQ05%4 (when selling to Swiss aqiers).

Mor reevatlyto hisstuy, n te sbsapleof ranactons involving sales to

Canadian firs thie U.AS. dvstzing im xeineanvrgebomlrtu rth

(- 10)anone n wndow of 0. 8% whichwasnj 4infcnl dféent frmzeo



Drawing on fmndings in prior studies, we hypothesize that while both sellers and

buyers experience positive abniormal returns fromn divestiture transactions, the mai ority of

gains accrue to the sellers. In other words, our initial nuil hypothesis is that there is no

difference between the magnitude and distribution of gains in cross-border divestitures

and those of purely domestic divestitures. As a secondary hypothesis, we examine the

extent to which the valuation gains accrue to the sellers as opposed to the acquirers.

Absent the effects of the factors mentioned previously (market segmentation, market

imperfections, etc ... ), we would expect that the gains will accrue primarily to, the selling

firms. as in domestic transactions.

IV. EMPIRICAL METHODS

Sample Selection and Description

The sample covers the period 1980-1995, and was gathered by examination of the

rosters in the Mergers and Acquisitions quarterly. Cross-border divestiture transactions

wherein the acquirer was a Canadian company (and the seller domiciled in the U.S.) were

identified. Additional requirements for inclusion in the preliminary sample were that the

equity of both firms be publically traded in their respective countries, and that detailed

information regarding the transactions (such as identifiable announicement dates) and the



ending 10 days after the announcement. Data on the U.S. firms were obtained from

CRSP (Center for Research in Security Prices). Data on the Canadian firms were obtained

from TSE (Toronto Stock Exchange) Western.6

The data requirements necessary for the statistical methodology employed had a

major impact on the size of the final subsamples of U.S. sellers, Canadian buyers, and

matched pairs of firns. Of the 62 U.S. divestor firms for which data was sufficient, there

was a subset of 32 Canadian firms with available data. There was sufficient information

and data to examine matched pairs of both firms in 23 transactions. The data analysis

thus examines samples of 62 U.S. sellers, 32 Canadian buyers, and 23 matched pairs of

transactions. Descriptive statistics on the respective subsamples are provided in Table 1.7

Statistical Methodology



gains to bidders and targets in mergers. They found that the division of gains was more

equitable than indicated by the percentage abnormal returns. Hence, an examiùnation of

the dollar abnormal returns to the firms involved in seIl-off divestitures will add

understanding regarding the valuation effects of these transactions over and above that

provided by the pecenitage metries..

The dollar abnormal retums are calculated in a manner similar to that used by

Dennis and McConneil (1986). Cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) over identified

intervals are applied to the market value of equity as of 6 days before the divestiture

announcement. Over the interval Tj, to T2j of length n = (T2j - Tj3 + 1) the dollar

abnormal return (DAR) is defined as follows:

DAR = (n-day CAR) x (Stock Price @ day-6) x (# shares outstanding @ day-6)

In our analysis, we present resuits for the two day (-1,0) interval relative to the

announcement date.

V. RESULIS

Percentage Returns

US. Seller and Canadian Acquirer Samples

Table 2 reports the mean abnormal return (MAR) for individual days around the

MAR have



to U.S. acquirrs.~ The 4ay - MAR is 0.930/, and the day 0 MAR 0.93%. The day -1

MAR is significant at better t1an the 5% level. Ini contrast to most prior <ivestiture

studies, we fin4 t1hat the mgnitude of abnormal return gains te, acquirers, is similar to that

for sellers. Th 2Caai aqiesehbtady-MA of08%(-ttsicf

1.98), and a day O MAR of 0.89%/ (t-statistic of 2.02). Both 4ays' MAR are sign~ificaflt

at btte th gite 5% leve1.

Tabl 3 resntsevet sudy esuts or eletedixteryals, with resuits for thec



significant MCARs over a numnber of longer intervals surrounding the announcement

date.

Matched Pair Sample

As nientioned previously, our sarnplesof U.S. divestors and Canadian acquirers

includes 23 matched pair transactions with sufficient data to permit exanunation of both

parties to the transaction.~ The mean abnormal returns (MAR) for these firms are

presented ini panels B of Table 2. Amnerican sellers realize a day -1 MAR of 1.32%

(significant at the 5% level), with Canadian buyers realizing a MAR of 1.45% on the

dsme day (significant at the 1%/' level). In panel B of Table 3, Amnerican sellers receive

MCARs over the (41,0) window of 0.99%, with 60.9%/of4 the firms exhibiting positive

reun (neither figure, however, is significant). In contrast, in P>anel D) of Table3

Canda acquirers earn MCARs over the sarne interval of 2.60%, with 82.7% of the

firns exhibiting positive returna (both figures fo Canadiaii acquirers are significant at the

5% level or better). These findings differ notably from those of previous studies. To our

kraowledge, no prior stdes have found gains to acquixing imus çxceeding those to

sellers.. This ~finding is important notonly froni an acdei research standpoint, but

also ptnilystratecic and policy perspetives. We frh examine this dlivision of

gains in the folwn reetto of te dollar rtrs



Overail, the resuits spotthe conclusion that Canda buyers fared well when

acquiring units sold by American firms. In panel C, the average DAR to American

sellers was $21,998,304, wihile in Panel D the DAR to Canadian buyers toaled

$23, 193,709 (significant at te10%/ level). These resdts are notable, particulariy given

therative sizes of the ypical rnaIn parties in our smle as reotdiTal 1.

This size diféeta inhplies~ that the Caainfrn atr uhgetrshare than

based on the reaiesize of the f Yms inally, the avr hevlue created forese



Summary ofFindings

The exaxnination of U.S. sellers, Canadian buyers and matched pairs of

U.Si/Canadian firms has produced interesting findings. As in prior studies, we find gains

to 'both. sellers and buyers. However, our resuits indicate that Canadian buyers gain to a

greater extent than domestic acquirers of U.S. divested assets as noted in prior studies.

Acquirer gains of 1.56% (2.60%) for the entire (matched pairs) sample over the (- 1,0)

window are significantly greater than the gains documented in prior studies of both

domestic and cross-border acquisitions. In addition, it should be noted that Canadian

buyers gained in 19 of the 23 matched pairs transactions (of these transactions, the

Canadian sellers experienced gains in 7 transactions where the American sellers

experienced losses). Finally, the resuits for the dollar gains conflrm that these transaction

resuit in economically significant gains to Canadian acquirers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the context of extensive evidence of the effects of domestic sell-off

restructuring, and the role of cross-border divestitures in FDI, this paper examines a



from selI-offs are shared by both American sellers and Canadian bues a sigiiat

prinof the gainacrue to the Canadian buyers. This finding is rolrnst across both

anlsi f pecnae and of dollar umetrics. In contrast, existing rsac eeal

Thee ae iterstig fndigsand provide insigh1ts into a number of policy issues.



the domestic U.S. market. Canadian firms exploring such acquisition opportunities wil

want to examine why and how they can be the prevailing bidder, and stili create value.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics on Firm Size ($)

Univariate descriptive statistics for transactions involving Canadian acqlusitions of American divested

business units between 1980 and 1995. Ail figures are in U.S. dollars

Panel A. Entire Saniple

VARIABLE N MEAN MIN MIAX STD DEV

EQUITY VALUE OF 59 3,387,700,000 15,354,750 28,180,000,000 6,265,300,000
AMERICAN FIRMS

EQUITY VALUE 0F 31 1,700,700,000 12,981,311 7,860,300,000 2,110,900,000
CANADIAN FIRMS

COMBINED EQUITY 23 4,673,100,000 365,190,000 25,640,000,000 5,664,000,000
VALUE

Panel B. Mathed Pairs

VARIABLE N MEAN MIN MAX STD DEV

EQUITY VALUE 0F 23 2,983,000,000 33,664,500 25,620,000,000 5,80 1,200,000
AMERICAN FIRMS

EQUITY -VALUE 0F 23 1,690,100,000 12,981,311l 7,860,300,000 2,182,500,000
CA'NAUJAN FIRMS

COMBINED EQUITY 23 4,673,100,000 365,190,000 25,640,000>,000 5,664,000,000
VALUE
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APPNIX A;METIIODOLOGY

For each security j, the make mde s used to caIclt nanra retum (AR) for
event day t as follows:

ARJ .- (a. + PjRt:)<)



SARit =ARit/Sit

The standardized cumulative abnormal return SCAR1. over the interval t =Tjj ....T2, is:

SÉCARj =L SAR:V( T2,- Tl j+ 1
t = T

(4)

(5)
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